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Open letter 2 - to Police Prosecutor Sgt. Gary Lusted, Launceston

"Fealty to your lord"

Dear Gary, I write to you again and trust that you will read its content. I have also updated the
first page of my defence statement. A copy of this and all my correspondence reference courts or
police go to the Commissioner.

What I would like you to see is that you have personally already judged me as 'guilty' in not
giving YOU a valid excuse to be 'excused' from punishment, and thus you bring me to be
'equally' judged by another man (magistrate) unless I can prove my innocence to him.

So in fact it is error for the magistrate to enter in his books: "Innocent until proven guilty" is it
not?  "That is the FACTOR needing to be seen by you PERSONALLY" says our God via my pen.

Yes brother, it is in FACT you now on 'trial' for your eternal destiny, NOT me. For unless you can
show your Creator of your 'worth' in READING the Constitutional mandate of your OWN
organisation and THEN setting me FREE, you will condemn your own soul as UNWORTHY and
HE the 'saviour of man' & the 'destroyer of man' WILL send you DOWN say I.

You cannot make a 'plea' to God for mercy or remission or anything when on your 'deathbed,' for
HE is only interested in ABSOLUTE JUSTICE  as we spoke of in the past.

It is NOT a 'joke' brother. I AM the man of God sent to earth to elevate the consciousness of all,
and the present 'system' of the 'court' is a JOKE as well as being NOT A JOKE at all.

I did say: "Rely NOT on any constitutional interpretation by others." It is NOT them standing in
this court of God but YOU, for it is not they 'signing' the summons docket but YOU.

The 'This Court of God' to which I refer is the present interaction between YOU and me and ME
and you, not what takes place between another man (magistrate) and me in the Launceston court
arena. God will also judge that interaction IF you take me there using your signature.

By the time you receive this 'notice' you will have but ten days or so to make up your mind as to
YOUR eternal destiny. Please give it (your soul) the opportunity to BE saved by MY grace being
the Wisdom of God via MY pen.

I state "It is not the function of the public prosecutor to enter into debate nor give advice about the
Constitution or the general and political system of Australia."

While this is true, it is or should be true that a 'function' of the Police administration is to know,
understand and comprehend 'how or why' the Freedom of Religion clauses of the Tasmanian and
Australian Constitutions contain an 'Act' that releases some persons' from being "persons to be
subjected to arrest and interrogation or punishment or for the failure thereof to give a 'plausible' excuse."

This 'release from persecution & protection' FACT is a 'factor' within the DOCTRINE of your
OWN Constitutional Authority and powers available which GOVERN the code of conduct
POLICY of officials. Any contravention of said powers is treason and anarchy, and all officials
operating outside of said policy ARE taking a FALSE wage.
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Surely it is incumbent upon you as a senior official to be cognisant of said clause, rather than for
you to believe that you and your officers can ignore the political decree of the Constitution of
Tasmania, Australia and the Command of God and simply leave any 'decision' to a magistrate
who also might err in judgement?

In reference to my Jan 16th email headed 'Personal responsibility,' you will I hope awaken to the
reality of the painful 'karma' you and other police officers accrue when you place people in front
of mentally disturbed magistrates* who do NOT adhere to their mandate and callously impose their
'will' of injury as they cause civil unrest openly in front of the police, police  who they then use to
back up their ILLEGAL actions as exposed herein.

Note: mentally disturbed magistrates* - Simple men in positions of absolute power who are not in
command of their own thoughts. Thoughts which become irrational. I.E. Controlled by dark
vindictive forces in lower realms of consciousness.

Gary, I am not trying to 'mock' the System nor confront IT, I am simply trying to assist those (as
you & voters) trapped by IT, so that they can set themselves FREE from causing HARM
'officially' and thus 'dying' spiritually.

We need to quickly implement a better and educative way forward, for all mankind is presently
trapped by darkness irrespective of what they believe.

I refer now to at least two times when I was 'mistreated' by magistrates Wilson & Hill and say:
"Who I ask is the criminal of no conscience? Was it me a peaceful man simply going about my
day, living by my own God given conscience and refusing to obey the dictates of other men
which I perceive as in error or, - - -

Was it the magistrate who had me kidnapped from my home by police, refused to 'hear me' or
read my defence, had me transported to the prison 'farm,' held hostage for many weeks and
subjected to slave labour, and caused my aging wife mental and emotional trauma"?

Yes, it did happen here in Tasmania, and as I see it, the police and the prosecutor are all complicit
and all did accrue a spiritual due within the superior Law of God.

I also ask you: "Are you going to be the ONE to go down in HISTORY as the man who also sold his soul
to THE DEVIL for 30 pieces of silver"?

What is the point of me 'again' taking the time to prepare a 'defence' submission proving my
innocence  when the magistrate is quite likely to refuse to accept it or, to even permit me to speak
my own defence or, even consider the truthful content of the submission?

More to the point, where does it leave YOU the prosecutor if you become complicit to any
UNLAWFUL punishment imposed? Are you an 'accessory'? YES. An 'incorrect' assessment by a
magistrate does NOT make it legal.

Can you begin to see that I am operating LEGALLY within the State rules?
Can you begin to see that all I am doing is to ASSIST the police service and everyone to save
themselves from a horrendous amount of suffering ahead?

Can you begin to see that IF I am still summonsed on 'the day' 17th Feb, that it means that your
mind must also be mentally disturbed by thoughts leading you to abrogate your FEALTY to your
Lord. The 'lord' being The RULES of State?
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How so? For it is certainly clear to me that within your Constitutional 'mandate' I AM free to live
by my own conscience as long as I do not disturb the peace of the land. Any 'advice' to the contrary
by your legal team is gross error leading them and you towards unmitigated TERROR.

My fealty is to our Lord God THE CREATOR and thus I OBEY His "Go your way in peace"
Command at all times. I also forgive those as you and do my best to lead you to THE LIGHT of
Truth.

Gary, as an 'old' 75 year old man I would not be placing myself into the 'arms' of what by God
and me are seen as 'armed men of no conscience' UNLESS it was for a PURPOSE.

The purpose being to help them out of what they soon will see is the almost IMPOSSIBLE
situation they have placed themselves in during this life 'time.'

You see Gary, all men or women who take ON the role of 'god' and in their minds are thus
'above' THE LAW OF GOD do eventually find that they are NOT.

At some stage ahead, equally as they 'plotted' or justified retributive punitive 'correction' against
others using text rules in a book, they find themselves faced by even more 'unconscionable' people
with greater force. Being people who do NOT need 'text in a books' as their JUSTIFICATION to
BE cruel, merciless, punitive and VERY destructive.

How so? Because these persons are BOUND by 'crazed' THOUGHTS also emanating from dark
realms, and they UNQUESTIONABLY 'follow' these intruding thoughts accessing their minds
due to out of control EMOTIONS of fear, anger, hatred etc.

What has this 'pending' case already accomplished for God and me and the MANY visitors to my
web site? It has enabled a lot of PURE Wisdom to flow through my pen to you and the WORLD.

Details Link: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/religion.htm
This will enable multitudes to see the error of the present day and give THEM the opportunity to
set themselves free from their present entrapment by what man names "The DEVIL," but what I
know is the DARK ENERGY of God.

It matters not what happens to me because I am but an 'instrument' of God sent to save 'anybody'
who wishes it to so BE.

This case does not need to go 'ahead' so as to place your destiny into the hands of a magistrate
because, the case is 'open' to each, for each to judge their own 'case' as such.

Gary, why would you use 'secondary' rules in a book to 'attack' me and choose to ignore your
own mandate and then engage in CRIMINAL activities?

I did say that you and others were IN an ALMOST impossible situation, for you can see how it is
'almost' impossible for you to let me 'go' free TODAY by nullifying the summons.

I have written enough for you and the police 'service' to see that I AM living peacefully as
commanded by the constitutional authority AND God, whereas you are both defiant of God and
disobeying the 'standing orders' of your own Institution.
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So that FACT is the 'almost' factor giving you an 'OUT' from being sent DOWN forever in the
'after life' IF you choose to do the RIGHT thing NOW.

But if you deny all the factors given by ME or rather by GOD via me, then as said, it is HE our
God to send you DOWN for being an 'anarchist' and committing TREASON. Either through pure
arrogance or, because you 'fear' to be seen as weak.

All I can ADD to that is that IF you have the courage to go against the 'tide' of your own emotions
and incoming thoughts which have already misled you, then you will IN FACT assist God and me
and the police SERVICE to elevate the consciousness of all Tasmanians so that we can implement
a NEW WAY.

I can but HOPE for your sake to get a call from the local constabulary saying that I am not
summonsed on 17th Feb.

To assist you to that 'end' I have added more to this FINAL epistle which will also give positive
direction to all the global readers of my web site.

Gary, is God the Monarch or is mortal man?
Is God the Monarch or is the Monarch text in a book imposed upon man by politicians using
armed men?

Gary, when you are a person of the Light as I am you have no people perceived by you as an
'enemy' or a person to be punished and inflicted injury or with banishment, dispossession or
mental and emotional trauma. How so? Because you perceive everyone around you as a friend
or, as a friend who has been LOST TO THE DARK.

What does it mean "Lost to the dark"? It simply means that they have either been deceived and
believe they can injure others 'honourably' or, it simply means that due to the negative emotions
(dark energy) within their soul, the Dark power' has 'control' of their thought processes and IT is
able to telepathically JUSTIFY a REASON in their mind to be ITS 'Reaper' and to persecute or
punish others who used ITS energy in their past.

The dark energy of the Source also blinds the user to the FACT that they are NOT above ITS 'eye
for an eye' or 'EQUAL return' Law. (As you sow so shall ye reap) So I do my best to awaken those
'lost' so that they learn of ITS Law. The Light energy 'benign & loving' also has an 'equal return'
Law.

I also teach the lost that as they use darkness to 'balance' ITS Law (Scales of Justice) that ITS
energy grows within their soul and later they become ITS 'victim' at the hands of others equally
MERCILESS and justified.

Try and see that when a person 'offends' another, their VICTIM is simply receiving their DUES as
the Dark via the offender justifies their offensive ACTIONS, be they the man in the street giving
someone a 'king hit' or the man of the land with the role of magistrate. Both use forcefully imposed
Dark Energy and both at some stage pay the 'blood' price.

When you take up the 'cudgel' for a wage to punish, (legally in your eyes) you are EQUALLY an
'offender' pursuing another who has become your VICTIM, and as said, both you and the
magistrate and serving police and voters and taxpayers funding your 'protection money' at some
stage pay the 'blood' price in this world or the next.
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The Dark is God's 'forbidden to use' Energy. (Destructive) IT knows all and sees all and as IT
flows through e person IT marks them as 'One to be attended to.' Man needs to now see that
ABSOLUTE JUSTICE exists but it is NOT for man to administer punitive Justice, for in DOING
the 'punitive' adjustment man places himself into PERPETUAL ONGOING SUFFERING. (Our
unique spirit soul exists forever as it is God's indestructible energy)

Hence my ongoing attempts to awaken all, for I could have simply spent the last 20 years going
fishing in St. Helen's bay rather than spending six hours or more a day writing to people globally
and elevating my web content.

I sincerely hope that God via your mind will show his 'hand' and enable you to see clearly so that
you are the ONE to set me free, for then others will see your 'courage & honesty' and you set
yourself free spiritually from an eternity long 'damned' spell below.

Politicians are very 'simplistic' people indeed, having very 'strange' BELIEFS. The principle one
being that they have the RIGHT to get an 'idea' in their head (mind) and then write the idea
down in a 'book' of TEXT and then impose IT forcefully upon everyone in the land.

How can it so be that they cannot see this INSANITY? It is because their inner DARK emotions
'spell bind' them and make them 'drunk' on power. The 'power' is the use of destructive FORCE to
ensure that their 'WILL is DONE' by everyone.

All are now trapped by this invisible dark energy essence, and from Tasmania we MUST now
implement God's Strategy of Education rather than punishment.

It is obvious to those like me that community members ARE being persecuted and forced to
suffer if the coercion to 'change' their beliefs is not accepted by them. Gary, I AM God's Judge and
I state:

Magistrate Tim Hill's conduct (and Peter Wilson's) is/was CRIMINAL and
unbecoming. He is a FRAUD posing as an honourable person in the community.

He is a cruel DICTATOR using the police service as his personal 'back up' to
PERSECUTE the INNOCENT in the case before him.

He is a PERVERTER of Justice who enjoys inflicting suffering and he obviously believes
himself to be above THE LAW OF MAN AND GOD.

He is truly in very grave danger because he is causing civil unrest by imposing
'sentence' without facilitating consideration of the legal requirement to  allow a person's
right to consideration of a defence.

This is the act of an inconsiderate BULLY 'lording' over the 'simple' unarmed godly
people standing before him, when he is required and mandated, while being paid a
wage to: Treat those appearing before him with RESPECT.

All the above exposes magistrate Hill's TRUE NATURE as PROVEN and seen by God and all
mankind, a man with a mind under siege, in deed he is mentally disturbed from THE DARK, as
was Martin Bryant, and therefore in FACT is in need of my assistance to help him regain his
SANITY.
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The REALITY is, that since he was 'disturbing the peace' of another, myself, that he is the ONE
needing to be hauled IN by the new 'peace corps' and submitted to a 'Feeling easier' Seminar so
that he learns how to fortify his own mind against the intrusion of dark thoughts which are
negatively MISGUIDING him.

More to the point, now you might see and understand 'why' I do not and cannot fund the
punitive aspect of the system because, IF I was to so do, then persons like magistrate Hill &
Wilson would BE my 'employee' and therefore, in my name, causing harm to other children of
God in the community on my behalf. I believe only in 'upholding the peace' through
EDUCATION rather than punishment.

Your officers and yourself need to understand that my belief is my entitlement and right within
the LAWS you are supposed to UPHOLD, but if you simply continue to ignore them then that is
also your RIGHT but you WILL suffer the consequence for so doing.

Am I laying a 'complaint'? NO. All I AM DOING is to show the police service how they are being
used in a negative way, and that they are complicit to the punishment and suffering imposed by
magistrates because it is their deeds and their 'arms' which enforce it. I as God's messenger state
that all complicit to such punishment which results in the suffering of others:

"All accrue a spiritual 'due of suffering' within God's immutable LAW."

The world now sees that injustice and abuse of civil  rights is taking place in Tasmania because
Tasmanian judicial officers are 'out of control' by using the police force to TERRORISE any
person having a philosophy which precludes them from supporting their invasive, controlling
and punitive system of belief. (Ideology, religion)

For the Tasmania police to sit and 'observe' and do nothing when these atrocious activities take
place shows everyone of their complicity.

"What" I ask is the purpose of holding court 'hearings' to discuss differences of OPINION when
the magistrate 'overlord,' backed by GUNS, Dictates rather than legally assessing a case
according to the Laws of the land as established via the Constitution.

Since when has a magistrate been mandated to simply reach a one sided verdict? Foolish indeed
are magistrates putting themselves up as 'god.'

In reference to: (Extract from: http://www.peo.gov.au/faq/faq_23.html) - 23.1 The role of the
Judiciary is to: ensure that laws comply with the Australian Constitution

As magistrate Hill ignored that assurance, namely that he was required to comply with the
Australian Constitution, what then happens to  my right to be 'heard?' In this matter is magistrate
Hill not proven to be, not only treasonable but also an anarchist?

Other than the above Gary, I remind you that in reference to the case of 'today,' I had in fact done
nothing 'wrong' but in your eyes, because I had refused to submit to an order in a book of 'text'
and a verbal one issued by an armed man, and you deem it not my right to live according to my
belief.

In the first instance, as I fellowship with a different ideological belief as is my right, it means that
I am NOT a 'party member' of your 'footy team' and thus should not be threatened or coerced
into obeying ITS book of rules by ITS enforcers.
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I only refer to the Constitution of YOUR organisation because YOU and your officials should
BOW to ITS dictates because you all take a wage to so DO. I know that men with GUNS do
whatever they 'wish' to so I stand at the mercy of God in your hands or if the summons stands, in
the hands of the magistrate.

Sincerely – Terence

PS, for your interest: The January 1964 Zanzibar Island off the East African coast uprising of
Africans against their Arab overlords celebrates their 50 years of independence this month.

At that time I was a serving police officer in the Kenya police in Nairobi but I also was aware
that the mind of man becomes easily 'possessed' by dark thoughts emanating from realms of
spirit, and what is of interest to me today after 50 years experience in dealing with
'irrationality, mental disturbance, spells, sorcerers and dark evil spirit forces' is the underlined in red
words below found in the Wikipedia.

For the result of the recipient believing that his thoughts were inspired by 'good' was that he
led armed men to savagely kill many thousands of people. All documented and filmed 'live' in
the DVD 'Addios Africa' by a 'brave' Italian film crew.

Extract from Wikipedia

According to the official Zanzibari history, the revolution - - - The ASP branch secretary for
Pemba, Ugandan-born ex-policeman John Okello, had sent Karume to the mainland to ensure
his safety.[1][19] Okello had arrived in Zanzibar from Kenya in 1959,[8] - - - He maintained
that he heard a voice commanding him, as a Christian, to free the Zanzibari people from the
Arabs,[8] and it was Okello who led the revolutionaries—mainly unemployed members of the
Afro-Shirazi Youth League—on 12 January - 1964 - - -

I add: The mind of man is 'open prised' by dark spirit forces when ones negative emotions
'surge' powerfully and justify punitive or retributive actions, and the powerful incoming and
'overriding' thoughts incite the recipient to 'strike out.'

When one becomes totally 'possessed' as was Martin Bryant, one is unaware of what took place
because ones mind is 'overridden' by the possessive conscience of the invisible dark spirit
force. (Person) Martin Bryant stated that he 'did not do it' as he had/has no memory of his
'actions.'

What is the relevance of this in our interaction? Solely to let you become aware of the FACT
that what is known as 'The Devil' has never ceased to invade the psyche of man with His
tempting thoughts. Thoughts which lead ignorant man to CAUSE HARM to others.

Man foolishly believes that IF he is justified by any 'means' be it 'legality' or otherwise that he
is 'safe' in so doing. Seeing NOT that THE LAW of God applies, and ALL causing harm do pay
the 'blood' price.

Your 'thoughts' chose to ignore your own 'escape' clause of the Constitution and USE
'secondary' rules to control, subjugate' extort money and injure emotionally. Your present
INTENT is to cause me HARM, beware 'bro,' as said, it is your 'neck' in the NOOSE, not mine.


